Student Fees In CU On Rise; Brooklyn's Increase Is Highest

By MARK BRODY

Spiraling costs have added fee at another City University school and may soon lead to increases at others.

Brooklyn College has exceeded the increase here by raising its student fee $20 this fall. Expansion has nearly doubled operating costs at Queens College and raised the possibility of a fee hike from the present $4.

The Rise in Burman's Fees

Jan. 20 Jan. 30

City College $17 $17 $17
Brooklyn College $20 $20 $20
Queens College $24 $24 $24
Hunter College $20 $20 $20

YAF Sees Referendum Bias; Plans To Run Own Campaign

The College's chapter of Young Americans for Freedom (YAF) has announced plans to conduct an independent candidate on the school-wide draft referendum if the student-faculty referendum committee has "a bias against the war in Vietnam.

YAF President Steve Schlesinger charged that five of the eight representatives of the referendum are opposed to the war in Vietnam, and feared "their political views will color their survey." He also announced that "if the referendum is conducted, a YAF representative will attend the meeting of the committee to determine its impartiality."

Steve Schlesinger, YAF's temporary chairman, said the group would continue to "demand that the referendum be conducted by the student body, not by the faculty or school officials."

Aftertaste of A Bard

By NOE GOLDWASSER

We walked the six blocks through the Stuyvesant Plaza to Second Avenue and Seventh Street. We were invited to a churchyard, with the kind of mental sculpture you never see in such places — abstract forms of tin and steel. This was St. Marks-in-the-Bouwerie, a haven for poets, playwrights, and filmmakers.

We entered a large room with yellowish light, and smoke rising slowly to the high ceiling. The room was filled by forty or fifty people, seated in straight chairs, looking as if they were united by a common bond, a kind of shared art for that font near the front so that I could maneuver my camera.

I am received at noon
There is a wryly humorous present.
They speak of the world of
And how.

Chicken Soup

I decided to go and hear him read. I had learned from Miss Leverton that a poem must be heard to be appreciated — a poem is a sculpture.

Blackburn's poems are pictures, conjuring images of a nostalgic past and a worldly humorous present. They speak of the world of the Lower East Side, of grizzly old men who seem to be unjustly aging in bars, or just listening to the world as it goes by; of Jewish streetwalkers who face the grave problem of keeping their hands warm; of little Puerto Rican girls, "Shirley Temples" seen in Washington, D.C., and seen in New York in 1956. Two years later she began performing at clubs across the nation, receiving favorable notices from several critics, including Robert Shelton of the New York Times, who said, "Miss Hester has a brand new local range...and how.

Miss Hester was born and raised in Texas and came to New York in 1948. Two years later she began performing at clubs across the nation, receiving favorable notices from several critics, including Robert Shelton of the New York Times, who said, "Miss Hester has a brand new local range...and how.

City College

Postnotes....

- The philosophy journal, Logos, publishing in connection with the Philosophy Department, student organization. Students should submit their work to the Philosophy Department, Room 201, or to the Philosophy Society mail-box in Room 152 Finley.

Buell G. Gallagher, professor of philosophy, said that the proposed parking lot was holding "every available spot on campus" and would be covered with maca- (Continued on Page 2)
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Other "available spots" are the lawn between Cohen Library and Finley Center, the tennis court next to Wagner Hall and the garbage dump below the South Campus Lawn.

The proposed parking lot was made necessary when plans for a Science and Physical Education Building on Jasper Oval called for ending faculty parking there. A new building for the School of Education had been planned for the lawn near Moti Hall, but the administration said that the building will be part of the proposed Commons.

The student activities are being prepared by the College's Commission on Planning and Design, headed by Dr. Albert D'Andrea (Chem., Art).

D'Andrea declined to comment, except to say that the Commons project should come from the president's office.

Cafeterias' Prices Up; Higher Expenses Cited

By DANIEL WEISMAN

The cafeterias on both South Campus and North Campus have raised their prices this year.

"The cost of food has gone up much, and the payroll has gone up tremendously," the cafeteria manager, Joe Korson, explained. "Last year we lost $27,000, and there is no current coming up. We couldn't take it any more," he added.

The change, affecting about 75% of the food, has raised prices 10% over last year. Among these items affected are frank-
Master Plan?

"Master Plan" is a misnomer; maybe administrators will admit that. It has been changed from a scheme to develop construction projects haven't been begun. the College to a haphazard construction program, changed through haphazard planning.

Among administrators, faculty and students traditionally complain about, what about other facilities? What will happen at the Bookstore, which is too crowded already? What about the far-too-limited eating facilities?

These are real problems and they have been ignored, or lost in the shuffle that goes on at the City University and New York City. Into this vast abyss of red tape have fallen the plans to obtain the High School of Music and Art Building for College use, the plans of students and instructors for smaller classes, and their right to be heard.

The College is caught in a vise — by lack of space, lack of money, and the goal of helping all students who want an education. It may be too late to get out, but we should try.

The College needs a real master plan — one decided upon with consideration for all the changing components of the College, and drawn up after open hearings in which the members of the College community can take part.

The goal of the College is clear — to provide free higher education to all students who want it. But this goal can't be realized through haphazard planning.

The situation is serious — we may be at the crossroads between accepting more students or maintaining high academic standards. The decision shouldn't be made behind closed doors.

An Easy Task

The student-faculty-administration committee to compose the draft referendum meets today for the first time. It should be the last. It is no difficult task to draw the questions that will appear on the referendum. The faculty referendum could be transferred almost wholesale to this more encompassing one.

Rushing and delay in the drafting of the referendum will serve only to dull its impact, and reduce the length of time that groups and individuals will have to air their views. The emphasis should be on the campaign around the 15-20 and not the basically mechanical process of composing the questionnaire.

Congratulations

The College has a new assistant dean — Professor Allen Blackburn...umable supplies, the refurbishing of laboratories, funding the student newspapers and other student activities.

"I plan to bring up a resolution that the administration be condemned for not consulting with students before the fee raise," said Professor Watts at a press conference.

Watts, general chairman of the Brooklyn College Democratic Club, has been an active participant in the move to reverse the administration's decision to raise tuition by $100. He proposed the referendum, which was passed by a vote of 12 to 15 faculty members he contacted in the last six months from now?"

"I have not gone looking for people to do the same thing. The Snack Bars and Snack areas are not part of the cafeterias and are managed independently. Korson stated proudly. "We have ten varieties of the College as it is."

The Selective Service's use of class poles, the one that goes on the city's side of the street. He reads his poem in staccato voice, the understatement making the point all the more stark. The composition of Lawrence Feinberg, "am I the number you

...The subway, who has a beauty of his own, ...in a college auditorium. He is a city College auditorium, perhaps, and..."

Takes a Swing

No, he doesn't mind. He will give me one that has not yet been published. He asks me how [the professional] class was run, taken a drink from a friend with a handkerchief. Of course, he came in, he..."

Models Wanted — Models Wanted — Models Wanted

ROUX LABORATORIES
NATIONAL HAIR FASHION SHOW
STATLER-HILTON HOTEL
33rd Street & 7th Avenue, New York.
OCTOBER 10-11-12
If you have free time tomorrow, or after hours, we are looking for models to have their hair colored by Rinse, Tint or Bleach by licensed technicians, to have their hair styled by famous stylists and to model the latest Fall and Winter clothes.

Models will have their hair colored FREE for one fall/winter.
Contact: Brown, TR 8-8500 or 5:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

Want both Men's and Women's. Models will have short hairs, such as "shorty takes," added "I have not gone looking for people who are antagonistic to this.

The names of Kennedy and Fulbright as public figures are linked with "anti-war and anti-imperialism," CFKF maintains. The program, explained Professor Watts. It is not a matter of taste and the political goal. "We are not naïve enough to think that we will accomplish this, but we must try."

"We do not have any illusions about the success of our efforts but, with the present political possibilities, we are trying to do everything we can."
**Slum Attitudes on Education Defeat Youth**

by Nancy Gould

Participants in the College's Cultural Center conducted by Student Government last year seem to be victims of a disease common among travelers: culture shock. They have temporarily suspended activities to decide whether they have the right to "impose our own values on two culturally independent groups," namely, Negro and Puerto Rican children.

If the purpose of the Center is to enrich and facilitate the formal education offered in the Harlem elementary schools, then the students working with the children must adhere to certain attitudes if they are to succeed.

In an attempt to avoid hypocrisy, prejudice, or reluctance, the students decided to seek more sales people to serve all your textbook needs

**BARNES & NOBLE**

New York's Largest Textbook Center

NOW LARGER THAN EVER...HAS DOUBLED ITS RETAIL SELLING AREA TO ALLOW FOR MORE SPACE • MORE STOCK • MORE SALES PEOPLE TO SERVE ALL YOUR TEXTBOOK NEEDS

Save money when you buy and save with BARNES & NOBLE

105 Fifth Avenue at 18th St.
New York, N.Y. 10003
OBSERVATION POST SPORTS
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THE ECONOMICS SOCIETY
Will Hold A Student-Faculty Tea, Friday, Sept. 30, in Finley 424. From 2-5 PM
All Are Welcome.

WANT TO KNOW
How To Succeed At Fun Without Really Trying?
Join the Musical Comedy Society
All Welcome To Attend Important Meeting:
Thursday 12:2 - Room 438 Finley

THE GREEKS ARE COMING!
THE GREEKS ARE COMING!
Thursday, September 29, 1966
Interfraternity Council presents “GREEK DAY”
Parade of FLOATS begins at 12:15 PM (North Quadrangle)
Athletic Events in Lewisohn Stadium
The Fraternities and Sororities of CCNY
invite everyone to join in the fun!

THE GREEKS ARE COMING!

The Brothers of ALPHA MU PHI
Wish to Congratulate
Bruce and Evelyn On Their Engagement

BARNES & NOBLE

NOW LARGER THAN EVER

BARNES & NOBLE

HAS DOUBLED ITS RETAIL SELLING AREA TO ALLOW FOR
MORE SPACE • MORE STOCK
MORE SALES PEOPLE
TO SERVE ALL YOUR TEXTBOOK NEEDS

BARNES & NOBLE, INC.

105 Fifth Ave. at 16th St.
New York, N.Y. 10003

BOOTERS TIE PRATT IN OPENER, 2-2; STILL IN RUNNING FOR LEAGUE TITLE

By ARTHUR VOLBERT

On a dreary, drizzling af­
fternoon yesterday the Col­
lege’s Soccer team opened its re­
cent season by tying Pratt, 2-2.
The College’s offense looked
negligible in large part to the
absence of center-forward Andy
Popadopoulos, who couldn’t cut
even an engineer’s class. The rest
of the forward line had trouble ad­
justing to the moves of the new
center-forward and many passes
to him went awry.

Nevertheless, the Beavers were
on the attack most of the game
and outshot Pratt 28-12. But due
to their lack of cohesion and an
outstanding Pratt goalie, they
could push only an equal number
of shots through the net.

All the scoring of the game
was done in the first half. Pratt
started very slowly, but contin­
ed to lead the game most of the open­
ing quarter.

With 8:38 gone in the period
there was a scramble for the ball
around the Beaver net. Pratt’s
Mychalj got the ball and boot­
ed a low line kick which booced
off his teammate Sydor, and
into the Beaver goal.

The Lavender, however, evened
the score with 2:05 left to play. Mike Nigro was awarded a
penalty kick after being fouled
close to the Pratt goal, and cash­
ed it in to make the game 1-1.

Pratt went ahead again, 2-1,
right at the start of the second
quarter, when with 21 seconds
remaining, Goldman lofted a
high pass to Dimitri Hamelos
who promptly shot it into the net.
The Beavers put constant pres­
sure on Pratt in the second half,
but just couldn’t get a tally. They
came closest to a score with six
minutes left. Goldman lobbed a
high pass to Dmirti Hamelos
who jumped high into the air
and with an acrobatic contortion
headed the ball toward the corner
of the net. But the Pratt goalie
made a spectacular diving save
to stop it from going in.

With ten seconds left in the
period, Pratt’s Cudzynowski lash­
ed a high liner toward the Lav­
ender net. Beaver goalie Dave
Danishel leaped and just man­aged to get his fingers on the
ball to tip it over the goal bar.

Coach Ray Kliveka was gen­
erally pleased with the team’s
performance, Pratt has a much
stronger team than last year, he
said, and is one of the better
teams in the league.

The tie, he feels, will still keep
the Beavers in the running for
the Metropolitan League cham­
opionship, if they can do well
against LIU and NYU.

Opinions...

(Continued on Page 3)

play, Olivier Avenans comment­
ed, “There is some wisdom to be
learned from inter-student and in­
ter-teacher rapport. The lawn is
one of the only places left where
we can meet on an informal
basis.” Smiling, he added, “Where
are we going to play ball, in the
Dust Bowl?”

One student was in favor of
the plan: “I think they should
build here. If it means more kids
ginning in, I support it. I was in
the same boat once.”

Some notable reactions ranged
from “Admit students, but not
buildings and get teachers,” to
“School of Education is so bad it
doesn’t pay to enlarge it.” Many
people agreed that the College
is too big already. One or two
didn’t believe that Gallagher
would do it. “It’s a lot of talk,
no one is out there surveying.

Wanted by Record Club of America
Campus Representative
To Earn Over $100 in Short Time
Write for Information to:
Mr. Ed Benovy,
College Bureau Manager,
Record Club of America
1285 E. Princess Street
York, Pennsylvania 17405

BUY used and new textbooks at savings
SELL discarded texts for top cash... even
those discontinued at your college… just as
long as the books are still in use somewhere

FREE
• BOOK COVERS
• BLOTTERS
• PROGRAM CARDS

BARNES & NOBLE, INC.

105 Fifth Ave. at 16th St.
New York, N.Y. 10003